The DHBW Mannheim

The Baden-Württemberg Cooperative State University (DHBW) is not only the largest university in the state, but also the oldest and most experienced point of contact for career-integrated study programmes in Germany. With over 6,000 students, around 2,000 partner companies and more than 45 specialist courses, the Cooperative State University in Mannheim is DHBW's second largest location.

Studying in sync with the working world

Alternating theory and practice: a career-integrated course of study at the DHBW Mannheim combines academic university studies with professional experience. An extensive bachelor's programme in the schools of engineering, business and health accredited by the Central Evaluation and Accreditation Agency (ZEvA) offers prospective students numerous possibilities for using the career-integrated study concept to achieve their career aspirations – including excellent prospects for the future. After all, technically competent junior staff with initial work experience can join the company immediately on graduation and are in great demand on the job market.

Securing tomorrow's skilled workers together

Together with its corporate partners, DHBW Mannheim provides students on a bachelor's degree course with training for responsible roles in business and industry. Companies from all over Germany send young skilled workers and managers to our university for this purpose. The lively cooperation and exchange which we enjoy means that the companies bring current market requirements directly into the lecture halls. Furthermore, ongoing exchange with other DHBW locations and continuous evaluation ensure consistent teaching quality and young talent for the future.

More than the synergy of theory and practice: helping to shape the future

Our productive university life is also characterised by a dynamic project culture and innovative research activities. Students, lecturers and companies work together to find solutions to academic questions. Centres of expertise and a comprehensively equipped laboratory complex offer a modern framework in which to achieve this.

* The classes have a maximum of 35 students!
* You will have close contact with the teaching staff!
* The teaching staff has a strong practical reputation!
* You don't need to speak German to study, the university has a big variety of classes offered in English!
* Additional German classes and other foreign languages are offered!
* VISUM e.V. will organize a Buddy Programme with German students for you!
* Trips to various interesting places in the Rhein-Neckar region and all over Germany are organized each semester!
* They will support you in finding an internship!
* They organize pick-up on arrival!
* They organize student accommodation placement and provide a free service for liaison with the housing company!
* After your arrival the university provides academic and non-academic support!

https://www.mannheim.dhbw.de/en/home
Bachelor's degree courses offered by DHBW Mannheim

With its unique synergy of theory and practice, DHBW Mannheim gets students fit for their professional career and ensures a qualified next generation of specialists. To achieve this goal, there is a comprehensive range of dual study bachelor's degree courses in the fields of engineering, business and health. Successful completion of a course of study at the DHBW Mannheim leads to graduation after 3 years with a Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Engineering degree with 210 ECTS points.

**ENGINEERING**

*Chemical Engineering*
- Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering
- Technical and Applied Chemistry

*Electrical Engineering*
- Automation
- Electrical Power Engineering
- Electronics
- Energy and Environmental Engineering
- Medical Engineering

*Computer Science*
- Applied Computer Science
- Cyber Security
- Information Technology

*Integrated Engineering*
- Project Engineering
- Service Engineering

*Mechanical Engineering*
- Design Engineering and Development
- Production Engineering
- Process Engineering
- Supply and Energy Management

*Mechatronics*
- General Mechatronics
- Power Industry
- Automotive Systems Engineering an eMobility

*Business Administration and Engineering*
- Chemical and Process Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering

**BUSINESS**

*Business Administration*
- Banking
- Digital Business Management
- Financial Services
- Health Care Management
- Management in Commerce
- Real Estate Management
- Management in Industry
- International Business
- Marketing Management
- Exhibition, Congress and Event Management
- Public Sector Administration
- Forwarding, Transport and Logistics
- Insurance Management

*Media*
- Digital Media

*Accounting Taxation Commercial Law*
- Accounting & Controlling
- Tax & Audit

*Business Information Systems*
- Application Management
- Data Science
- E-Government
- E-Health
- International Management for Business and Information Technology
- Sales & Consulting
- Software Engineering
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Coordinatore: Nicola Romana

• N. Posti a bando: 2
• Durata del periodo: 5 mesi
• Lingua: Tedesco / Inglese

Student Contacts:
Ms. Yulia Ukseko, Incoming Coordinator, international@dhbw-mannheim.de, Tel. +49 621 4105 1184
Ms. Kerstin Ludwig, Outgoing Coordinator, international@dhbw-mannheim.de, Tel. +49 621 4105 1184

La città

https://www.visit-mannheim.de/